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Abstract. Completeness of a logic program means that the program produces all the answers required by
its specification. The cut is an important construct of programming language Prolog. It prunes part of the
search space, this may result in a loss of completeness. This paper proposes a way of proving completeness
of programs with the cut. The semantics of the cut is formalized by describing how SLD-trees are pruned.
A sufficient condition for completeness is presented, proved sound, and illustrated by examples.
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1. Introduction
Some constructs of programming language Prolog prune part of the search space, i.e. of an LD-tree. The basic
pruning construct is the cut. Pruning does not change the declarative meaning of a program; the program
treated as a set of logic formulae is the same with and without pruning constructs. What is changed is
the operational semantics – the way the program is executed. As pruning means skipping some fragments
of the search space, it may result in Prolog missing some answers. This paper presents a way of proving
completeness of programs with the cut, i.e. proving that a Prolog program would produce all the answers
required by a specification.
The work has to be based on a formal semantics. Usually the semantics of the cut is described in terms
of explicit representation of computation states, stacks of backtrack points, numerical labels related to cut
invocations etc, like in [Bil90, dV89, SGS+10, And03]. Some approaches require transforming programs into
a special syntax [Bil90, KK14], or restrict the class of programs dealt with ([KK14] requires so-called cut-
stratification). Some approaches describe only approximations of the semantics. The semantics of [SGS+10]
does not distinguish success from failure, as the purpose of the semantics is termination analysis. The
semantics of [KK14] may describe answers which actually are not computed; such inaccuracy is acceptable
as the semantics is intended as a basis for abstract interpretation, which introduces inaccuracies anyway. Of
course such semantics is inadequate for reasoning about program completeness.
In this paper we define the semantics of programs with the cut in terms of pruning LD-trees. Such
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approach is convenient – the main proof of this paper is based on comparing pruned and non-pruned LD-
trees. It is also closer to the usual way of describing operational semantics (in terms of SLD-resolution) than
the approaches mentioned above. Two approaches somewhat similar to ours are those of Apt [Apt97] and
Spoto [Spo00]. They also employ trees, but the trees are not defined as subgraphs of the LD-tree. In [Apt97],
initial queries containing the cut seem not considered. The approach of [Spo00] seems more complicated than
ours and that of [Apt97]. For instance, new cut symbols are added, to embed in tree nodes information about
the origin of each cut. Our formal semantics considers definite clause programs with the cut, and Prolog
selection rule. Similarly to [Apt97, Spo00], it does not deal with modifying the selection rule by means of
delays (also called coroutining). Other control constructs, like the conditional or negation as failure, can be
expressed by means of the cut.
Little work has been done on reasoning about completeness of logic programs, see [Dra14] (or [Dra15a]),
[DM93], and the references therein; see also Section 4.1 for a particular completeness proving method.
An approach to proving completeness in presence of pruning is presented in [Dra14] (also reported in
[Dra15a]). It is based on a more abstract view of pruning than this work. It does not directly refer to a
pruning construct in programs, like the cut. For a completeness proof, one has to separately find out which
clauses are applied to each selected atom in a pruned SLD-tree. Determining the clauses may be not obvious,
as a single invocation of the cut may result in pruning children of many nodes of a tree. Moreover, different
numbers of children may be pruned for nodes with similar selected atoms. On the other hand, the approach
is not restricted to the selection rule of Prolog, and applies to any kind of pruning. The author is not aware
of any other work on proving properties of programs with the cut, particularly on proving completeness.
A related subject is abstract interpretation; for its applications to programs with the cut see [SGS+10,
KK14] and the references therein. In abstract interpretation, properties of programs are derived automati-
cally, however the class of possible properties is restricted to the chosen abstract domain.
The main result of this paper is a sufficient condition for completeness of LD-trees pruned due to the
cut. (As completeness depends on initial queries we formally do not talk about program completeness, but
completeness of trees.) The sufficient condition is proved sound w.r.t. the formal semantics. It is illustrated
by a few examples. A preliminary version of the sufficient condition, restricted to the cut in the last clause
of a procedure, appeared in [Dra15a].
Pruning constructs, like the cut, may destroy completeness of programs, but they preserve program
correctness. However it is possible that a logic program is incorrect, but behaves correctly (for some initial
queries) under pruning, as wrong answers are pruned. Such programming technique is called “red cut”.
Proving correctness in such case is outside of the scope of this paper, and is a subject of future work. See
[Dra14] for a sufficient condition for correctness in a context of the other approach to pruning. Another
subject of future work is dealing with other selection rules (Prolog with delays).
Let us outline the rest of the paper. The next section is an overview of basic concepts. Section 3 deals with
the operational semantics, first discussing LD-resolution and then introducing the semantics of LD-resolution
with the cut. Section 4 discusses proving correctness and completeness of programs without pruning. In
particular, it discusses a specific notion of correctness related to the operational semantics (LD-resolution);
this notion is needed in the next section. Section 5 presents a sufficient condition for completeness in the
presence of the cut. Section 6 presents some example proofs of program completeness. The Appendix contains
proofs missing in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
In this paper we consider definite clause programs (informally – logic programs without negation), and
Prolog programs that are definite clause programs with (possibly) the cut. We assume that the reader is
familiar with basics of Prolog, and basics of the theory of logic programming, including the notions of
(Herbrand) interpretation/model, logical consequence, (definite clause) program, query, the least Herbrand
model, substitution, unification, SLD-derivation, SLD-tree, and soundness / completeness of SLD-resolution
[NM95, Llo87, Apt97]. We follow the definitions and notation of [Apt97], unless stated otherwise. In par-
ticular, the elements of SLD-derivations and nodes of SLD-trees are queries, i.e. conjunctions of atoms,
represented as sequences of atoms. (Instead of queries, the other approach [NM95, Llo87] uses goals, i.e.
negations of queries.) LD-resolution (LD-derivation, LD-tree) is SLD-resolution (SLD-derivation, SLD-tree)
with Prolog selection rule – in any query its first atom is selected; see also Section 3.1.
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Following [Apt97], we assume that truth of a formula is defined in such a way that I |= F iff I |= ∀F (for
any formula F and any interpretation, or theory, I). An atom whose predicate symbol is p will be called a
p-atom (or an atom for p). Similarly, a clause whose head is a p-atom is a clause for p. In a program P , by
procedure p we mean the set of clauses for p in P .
We do not require that the considered alphabet consists only of the function and predicate symbols
occurring in the considered program. The Herbrand universe (i.e. the set of ground terms) will be denoted
by HU , the Herbrand base (the set of ground atoms) by HB, and the sets of all terms, respectively atoms,
by T U and T B. For an expression (a program) E by ground(E) we mean the set of ground instances of E
(ground instances of the clauses of E). MP denotes the least Herbrand model of a program P .
By an answer for a program P we mean a query Q such that P |= Q. (In [Apt97] answers are called
“correct instances of queries”.) By a computed answer for a program P and a query Q0 we mean an instance
Qθ of Q0 where θ is a computed answer substitution [Apt97] obtained from some successful SLD-derivation
for Q0 and P . Often it is not necessary to distinguish answers and computed answers, as by soundness and
completeness of SLD-resolution, Q is an answer for P iff Q is a computed answer for P (and some query).
Names of variables begin with an upper-case letter. The set of variables occurring in an expression E
will be denoted vars(E). For a substitution θ = {X1/t1, . . . , Xn/tn}, we denote dom(θ) = {X1, . . . , Xn},
rng(θ) = vars({t1, . . . , tn}), and vars(θ) = dom(θ) ∪ rng(θ). The substitution θ is ground if t1, . . . , tn are
ground terms. Note that if θ, σ are ground substitutions with disjoint domains, dom(θ) ∩ dom(σ) = ∅,
then θσ = θ ∪ σ = σθ. The restriction of θ to a set V of variables is θ V = {X/t ∈ θ | X ∈ V }.
By θ E we mean θ vars(E). The empty substitution is denoted by . A substitution θ is idempotent when
dom(θ) ∩ rng(θ) = ∅. Abbreviation mgu stands for “most general unifier”. A unifier θ of expressions E1, E2
is relevant if vars(θ) ⊆ vars(E1) ∪ vars(E2).
We use the list notation of Prolog. So [t1, . . . , tn] (n ≥ 0) stands for the list of elements t1, . . . , tn.1 Only
a term of this form is considered a list. (Thus terms like [a, a|X], or [a, a|a] where a is distinct from [ ], are
not lists). Sometimes, in examples, we will use the Prolog symbol :- instead of ← in programs. The set of
natural numbers will be denoted by N.
3. Semantics for definite clause programs with the cut
This section formalizes a main part of the semantics of Prolog. We present an operational semantics of definite
clause programs augmented with the cut (!). First we abstract from the cut, describing LD-resolution. Then
we describe how the cuts prune LD-trees. We begin with a note of declarative semantics.
To incorporate the cut into programs, let us add a new 0-argument predicate symbol ! to the alphabet,
and extend the set T B of atoms: T B+ = T B ∪ { ! }. A program with cuts is a finite sequence of definite
clauses of the form H ← B1, . . . , Bn, where n ≥ 0, H ∈ T B, and B1, . . . , Bn ∈ T B+.
In the rest of the paper we write “program” for “program with cuts”. Sequences of atoms from T B+ will
often be denoted by ~A, ~B etc, with possible indices. When this does not lead to ambiguity, we sometimes
treat queries as sets of atoms, and programs with cuts as sets of clauses, and write e.g. ~A ⊆ S to say that
each atom of the sequence ~A is in the set S, or say that a clause is a member of a program.
Declarative semantics. When considering programs from the point of view of logic, atom ! will be treated
as true in each interpretation. Thus I |= ~A, !, ~B iff I |= ~A, ~B (where ~A, ~B ⊆ T B+). So, in what follows we
assume that interpretations do not describe the semantics of !. Hence by a Herbrand interpretation we mean
a set of ground atoms from HB. Assume that a definite program P ′ is a program with cuts P with each !
removed. Then P, P ′ have the same models, the same Herbrand models, and thus the same least Herbrand
model and the same answers.
1 Formally, [t1, . . . , tn] is an alternative notation for the term .(t1,.(t2, . . . ,.(tn, [ ]) . . .)), where . is the list constructor and
[ ] is the empty list. Also, [t|u], [s, t|u] is an alternative notation for, respectively, .(t, u), .(s,.(t, u)).
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3.1. LD-resolution.
For our purposes we need a slight generalization of the standard LD-resolution for programs with the cut.
The role of the cut is pruning LD-trees. So we first consider LD-resolution, where the cut is neglected, and
then we introduce the semantics of the cut by defining how LD-trees are pruned.
An LD-derivation for a program P is a pair of (finite or infinite) sequences: a sequence Q0, Q1, . . .
of queries, and a sequence θ1, θ2, . . . of mgu’s. (The sequences are either both infinite, or both finite with
respectively n+ 1, n elements, n ≥ 0.) When Qi−1 = !, ~A then Qi = ~A and θi =  (the empty substitution).
Otherwise the successor of Qi−1, if any, is as in the standard LD-resolution: When Qi−1 = A, ~A then
Qi = ( ~B, ~A)θi, where θi is an mgu of A and H and H ← ~B is a standardized apart variant2 of a clause C of
the given program. Without loss of generality we can assume that the employed mgu’s are idempotent and
relevant. A derivation Q0, . . . , Qn; θ1, . . . , θn is successful if its last query is empty. The (computed) answer
of such derivation is Q0θ1 · · · θn.
As a query Q may occur in a derivation D a few times, one should speak about occurrences of queries
in derivations. The same for an atom in a query, an atom selected in a derivation, etc. However, to simplify
the presentation, we usually skip the word “occurrence”.
The notion of derivation described above is slightly different from those of [Apt97] and [Doe94]. In [Apt97]
a proper prefix of a derivation is not a derivation, while here it is. In [Doe94] the substitutions of a derivation
are not the mgu’s, but specializations (mgu’s restricted to the variables of queries); instead of θi there is a
specialization θi Qi−1 .
Consider a derivation D containing a query Qj = ~B, ~A. We describe which fragment of D corresponds to
an evaluation of ~B.
Definition 3.1 (subderivation). Let D = Q0, Q1, . . . ; θ1, θ2, . . . be a (finite or infinite) LD-derivation,
and Qj = ~B, ~A be a query in D. If D contains a query Qm = ~Aθj+1 · · · θm, where m ≥ j, then ~B (of Qj)
succeeds in D.
If ~B (of Qj) does not succeed in D then the subderivation of D for ~B (of Qj) is the (finite or infinite)
derivation Dj = Qj , Qj+1, . . . ; θj+1, θj+2, . . . that contains each query Qi and substitution θi+1 of D such
that i ≥ j.
If ~B (of Qj) succeeds in D then the subderivation of D for ~B (of Qj) is the derivation Dj =
Qj , . . . , Qm; θj+1, . . . , θm, where Qm = ~Aθj+1 · · · θm and, for i = j, . . . ,m − 1, Qi = ~Bi, ~Aθj+1 · · · θi with
nonempty ~Bi. Such subderivation is called successful, and ~Bθj+1 · · · θm is called the (computed in D)
answer for ~B.
A subderivation for an atom p(~t) of a query p(~t), ~A within a derivation D may be informally understood as
a procedure invocation (of procedure p). In an extreme case of empty ~B (i.e. Qj = ~A), the subderivation for
~B of Qj consists of a single query Qj (and no substitutions). Due to the clauses being standardized apart
and the mgu’s being relevant, we have:
Lemma 3.2. Let D, Qj and Dj be as in the definition above (D an LD-derivation, Qj = ~B, ~A a query of D,
and Dj be the subderivation for ~B starting at Qj). Assume that a variable X occurs in Q0, . . . , Qj ; θ1, . . . , θj
or in a clause variant used to derive some of Q1, . . . , Qj , and that X does not occur in ~B. Then X does not
occur in any mgu θj+1, θj+2, . . . of Dj . Neither it occurs in the prefix ~Bi of any query Qi = ~Bi, ~Aθj+1 · · · θi
of Dj (for i > j).
Proof. By induction on i (as the clauses employed in D are standardized apart, and the mgu’s are relevant).
2 This means that no variable of H ← ~B occurs in Q0, . . . , Qi−1, θ1, . . . , θi−1, or in a clause variant used in deriving some Qj ,
for 0 < j < i. If (some variant of) the head of C is unifiable with A then we say that C is applicable to query A, ~A.
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The LD-tree for a program P and a query Q is defined in a standard way. The root of the tree is Q and
its branches are LD-derivations. A node Q′ to which k clauses of P are applicable, has k children, one for
each such clause of P . The ordering of the children follows that of the clauses in P . See also Example 3.4
below. Formally, LD-trees are trees with nodes labelled with queries. We will often simply say that a node
is a query, taking care that this does not lead to ambiguities.
3.2. Semantics of the cut.
LD-trees are the search spaces of Prolog computations. The role of the cut is to skip the search of some
fragments of an LD-tree. We first formalize the order in which Prolog searches LD-trees. Note that the part
of the tree to the right of (any) infinite path is not searched.
Definition 3.3. The preorder sequence seq(T ) of the nodes of (an ordered) tree T is defined recursively as
seq(T ) = Q, seq(T1), . . . , seq(Ti),
where Q is the root of T , with the children Q1, . . . , Qn (in this order), 0 ≤ i ≤ n,
T1, . . . , Tn are the subtrees of T rooted in Q1, . . . , Qn, respectively,
T1, . . . , Ti−1 are finite,
i = n or Ti is infinite.
Before introducing the formal semantics of the cut, we describe the semantics informally and illustrate
it by an example. Consider an LD-tree T . When Prolog visits a node Q′′ with the cut selected, some nodes
of T are pruned; in other words, they will not be visited in the further search of T . The pruned nodes are
(some) descendants of Q′ – the node which introduced the cut of Q′′. (The cut appeared first in a child of
Q′.) All the descendants to the right of the path Q′, . . . Q′′ are pruned.
Example 3.4. Consider the program and the LD-
tree from the diagram. The cut executed in node
!, r, ! prunes the descendants of the nodes of the path
q, !; s, !, r, !; !, r, ! to the right of the path. So after
visiting the node !, r, ! Prolog visits nodes r, ! and r.
Assume that the rule q :- s, !, r is removed from
the program. Hence node s, !, r, ! and its descendants
are removed from the tree. Now the cut in node ! is
executed. This prunes the nodes to the right of the
path p; q, !; t, !; !, namely r, r and r.
p :- q, !.
p :- r.




t :- r, r
p
q, !








The next two definitions describe the semantics of the cut.
Definition 3.5. Consider an LD-tree T with a branch D containing consecutive nodes
Qj−1 = A, ~A
Qj = ( ~B1, !, ~B2, ~A)θj
· · ·
Qm = (!, ~B2, ~A)θj · · · θm
such that j ≤ m, and Qj , . . . , Qm; θj , . . . , θm is a subderivation of D for ~B1.3 We say that the node Qj−1
introduces the cut of Qj , and that the cut of Qj is potentially executed in the node Qm.
4 Derivation
Qj−1, . . . , Qm is called a cutting sequence of nodes in T . Its first node Qj−1 will be called the introducing
node, and its last node Qm – the executing node of the cutting sequence.
For a case where the cut occurs in the initial query (j = 0, θ0 = , and Qj−1 does not exist), “potentially
3 Thus a clause variant H ← ~B1, !, ~B2 was applied to Qj−1, and, for i = j, . . . ,m−1, each Qi is of the form ( ~Ai, !, ~B2, ~A)θj · · · θi
with nonempty ~Ai.
4 We write “the cut of Qj” for brevity. Formally we deal here with the occurrence of ! between ~B1θj and ~B2θj in the node Qj .
When there are more such occurrences then the objects introduced by this definition are defined separately for each occurrence
of ! in Qj .
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executed” is defined as above, and the cutting sequence is Q0, . . . , Qm. (Note that such cutting sequence
does not have its introducing node.)
Each node of the form !, ~A in the tree is the executing node of a unique cutting sequence; the sequence
will be called the cutting sequence of the executing node !, ~A.
The nodes of T pruned by a cutting sequence Qj−1, . . . , Qm are those children of each Qi−1 that
are to the right of Qi, for i = j, . . . ,m, and the descendants of the children. The nodes pruned by an
executing node Qm are the nodes pruned by the cutting sequence of Qm.
Note that if a node Q is pruned by a cutting sequence D then Q does not precede in seq(T ) any of the nodes
of D. (More precisely, if Q and the nodes of D occur in seq(T ) then each node of D precedes Q.) In [Apt97],
the introducing node of (the cutting sequence of) an executing node !, ~A is called the origin of the cut atom
in !, ~A.
The definition above describes pruning due to a single cut in an LD-tree (or – more generally – pruning
trees in which no executing node is pruned). When there are more cuts, an executing node Q′ may prune an
executing node Q′′. Moreover, Ex. 3.4 shows that in some cases some nodes pruned by Q′′ are not pruned
by Q′ and remain in the final tree. This should be considered while defining pruned LD-trees
For the next definition we need to consider trees which are subgraphs of LD-trees. By a cutting sequence
of a subgraph T ′ of an LD-tree T we mean a cutting sequence D of T , such that each node of D is in T ′. By
an executing node Q′ of T ′ we mean a node of the form !, ~A.
Definition 3.6 (pruned LD-tree). Let T be an LD-tree. Consider the possibly infinite sequence T of
trees T0, T1, . . ., such that T0 = T and
• Ti is obtained from Ti−1 by removing the nodes pruned by the i-th executing node in seq(Ti−1) (for each
Ti in T , where i > 0),
• if some seq(Tn) (where n ≥ 0) contains exactly n executing nodes then the sequence T is finite and Tn
is its last element, otherwise T is infinite.
Let T ′ be the subgraph of T containing the nodes occurring in each of the trees T0, T1, . . .. (Thus when the
sequence is finite then T ′ is its last element.) The pruned LD-tree pruned(T ) corresponding to T (shortly:
the pruned T ) consists of those nodes of T ′ that occur in seq(T ′).
For informal explanation of the definition, consider the subgraph T ′′ of Ti−1 consisting of those nodes
that are in seq(Ti−1) between the root of Ti−1 and Qi, the i-th executing node in seq(Ti−1). This subgraph
describes the computation up to the i-th execution of the cut. The nodes pruned by (this execution of) the
cut are absent from Ti. Whole T
′′ is a subgraph of Ti. Also, T ′′ will remain unchanged in (i.e. be a subgraph
of) all the subsequent trees Ti, Ti+1, . . ..
4. Correctness and completeness of programs
In preparation for the main subject of this work – program completeness related to the operational semantics
with pruning, this section discusses some semantic issues abstracting from pruning. The purpose is twofold,
introducing some concepts needed later on, and providing a ground for comparing the proof methods based
on declarative semantics, with the method of this paper, dealing with pruning. First we discuss correctness
and completeness of programs, two notions related to the declarative semantics. We also present the standard
ways of reasoning about program termination. Then we discuss a specific notion of correctness related to
operational semantics, namely to LD-resolution.
4.1. Declarative notions of correctness and completeness
Specifications. From a declarative point of view, logic programs compute relations. A specification should
describe these relations. It is convenient to assume that the relations are over the Herbrand universe. A
handy way for describing such relations is a Herbrand interpretation; it describes, as needed, a relation for
each predicate symbol of the program. So, by a specification we mean a Herbrand interpretation, i.e. a
subset of HB.
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Correctness and completeness. In imperative and functional programming, (partial) correctness usually
means that the program results are as specified (provided the program terminates). Logic programming
involves non-determinism of a specific kind. A query may have 0, 1, or more answers, and the idea is to
compute all of them. Thus in logic programming the notion of correctness divides into two: correctness
(all the results are compatible with the specification) and completeness (all the results required by the
specification are produced). In other words, correctness means that the relations defined by the program are
subsets of the specified ones, and completeness means inclusion in the opposite direction. Formally:
Definition 4.1. Let P be a program and S ⊆ HB a specification. P is correct w.r.t. S when MP ⊆ S; it
is complete w.r.t. S when MP ⊇ S.
We will sometimes skip the specification when it is clear from the context. It is important to understand the
relation between specifications and the answers of correct (or complete) programs [Dra14]. A program P is
correct w.r.t. a specification S iff (for any query Q) Q being an answer of P implies S |= Q. (Remember
that Q is an answer of P iff P |= Q.) Program P is complete w.r.t. S iff S |= Q implies that Q is an answer
of P (for any ground query Q).5 For arbitrary queries, completeness of P w.r.t. S implies P |= Q when
in the underlying alphabet there is a non-constant function symbol not occurring in P,Q, or there are k
constants not occurring in P,Q, where k ≥ 0 is the number of distinct variables occurring in Q [Dra14]. In
particular, the implication holds when the alphabet of function symbols is infinite (and P is finite) [Mah88].
(See [Dra15b] for further discussion.)
A note on pragmatics of the notion of completeness may be useful. Remember that the relations described
by a specifications are on ground terms. So, strictly speaking, specifications do not describe program answers,
but ground instances of the answers. For a non-ground Q, it depends on the underlying alphabet whether
S |= Q or not.6 Informally, obtaining an answer A ∈ HB from a computation (an SLD-tree) means that A is
a ground instance of a computed answer of the tree. We are not interested whether A is actually a computed
answer, or a more general computed answer has been produced. Similarly, obtaining answers A,A′ ∈ HB
may happen when both of them are instances of a single computed answer, or they are (instances of) different
computed ones.
Approximate specifications. It happens quite often in practice that the relations defined by a program
are not known exactly and, moreover, such knowledge is unnecessary. It is sufficient to specify the program’s
semantics approximately. More formally, to provide distinct specifications, say Scompl and Scorr, for com-
pleteness and correctness. The intention is that Scompl ⊆ MP ⊆ Scorr, where MP is the least Herbrand
model of the program. So the specification for completeness says what the program has to compute, and
the specification for correctness – what it may compute. In other words, the program should not produce
any answers rejected by the specification for correctness. It is irrelevant whether atoms from Scorr \ Scompl
are, or are not, answers of the program. Various versions of the program may have different semantics, but
each version should be correct w.r.t. Scorr and complete w.r.t. Scompl . As an example, consider the standard
append program, and atom A = append([a], 1, [a|1]). It is irrelevant whether A is an answer of the program,
or not. For further discussion and examples see [Dra14, DM05], see also Ex. 4.6.
Reasoning about correctness. Although it is outside of the scope of this paper, we briefly mention
proving program correctness. A sufficient condition for a program P being correct w.r.t. a specification S is
S |= P . In other words, for each ground instance H ← B1, . . . , Bn of a clause of P , if B1, . . . , Bn ∈ S ∪ { ! }
then H ∈ S. Deransart [Der93] attributes this method to [Cla79]. See [Dra14, DM05] for examples and
discussion.
Reasoning about completeness. Little work has been devoted to reasoning about completeness of pro-
grams. See [Dra14] for an overview. We summarize the approach from [Dra14], also presented in [Dra15a].
That approach is a starting point for the method introduced in this paper. We first need two auxiliary
notions.
5 To show that the equivalence does not hold for all queries, assume a two element alphabet of function symbols, with a unary
f and a constant a. Take P = { p(a). p(f(X)).}, S = HB, Q = p(X). The program is complete w.r.t. S and S |= Q, but Q is
not an answer of P .
6 In the example from footnote 5 we have S |= Q, but when a new function symbol is added to the alphabet then S 6|= Q.
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Definition 4.2. A program P is complete for a query Q w.r.t. S when S |= Qθ implies that Qθ is an
answer for P , for any ground instance Qθ of Q.
Informally, P is complete for Q when all the answers for Q required by the specification S are answers of P .
Note that a program is complete w.r.t. S iff it is complete w.r.t. S for any query iff it is complete w.r.t. S
for any query A ∈ S.
Definition 4.3. A program P is semi-complete w.r.t. a specification S if P is complete w.r.t. S for any
query Q for which there exists a finite SLD-tree.
Less formally, the existence of a finite SLD-tree means that, under some selection rule, the computation
for Q and P terminates. (Sometimes this is called “universal termination”.) For a semi-complete program P ,
if the computation terminates then all the answers for Q required by the specification have been obtained.
In other words, P is complete for query Q. So establishing completeness may be done in two steps: showing
semi-completeness and termination. Obviously, a complete program is semi-complete.
Our sufficient condition for semi-completeness employs the following notion, stemming from [Sha83].
Definition 4.4. A ground atom H is covered by a clause C w.r.t. a specification S if H is the head of a
ground instance H ← B1, . . . , Bn (n ≥ 0) of C, such that all the atoms B1, . . . , Bn are in S ∪ { ! }.
A ground atom H is covered by a program P w.r.t. S if it is covered w.r.t. S by some clause C ∈ P .
Theorem 4.5 (semi-completeness [Dra14]). If all the atoms from a specification S are covered w.r.t. S
by a program P then P is semi-complete w.r.t. S.
Example 4.6. Consider the well-known program APPEND:
app( [ ], L, L ). app( [H|K], L, [H|M ] )← app(K,L,M ).
and a specification
S0APPEND = { app(k, l,m) ∈ HB | k, l,m are lists, k ∗ l = m },
where k ∗ l stands for the concatenation of lists k, l. Consider an atom A = app(k, l,m) ∈ S0APPEND. If k = [ ]
then A = app([ ], l, l) and A is covered by the first clause of the program. Otherwise A = app([h|k′], l, [h|m′]),
where k′∗l = m′. Thus A is covered by an instance app([h|k′], l, [h|m′])← app(k′, l,m′) of the second clause of
APPEND. Hence by Th. 4.5 APPEND is semi-complete w.r.t. S0APPEND. It is also complete w.r.t. S
0
APPEND,
as it terminates for each A ∈ S0APPEND (we skip a simple proof [Dra14] that the program is recurrent, see
Th. 4.8 below). Note that APPEND is not correct w.r.t. S0APPEND, as it has answers whose some arguments
are not lists, e.g. app([a], 1, [a|1]) (See [Dra14] for specifications, w.r.t. which the program is correct.)
4.2. Reasoning about termination.
Termination – this means finiteness of (S)LD-trees – is needed to conclude completeness from semi-completeness,
and will also be needed for the main result of this paper. We now we briefly summarize basic approaches to
proving program termination [Apt97].
Definition 4.7. A level mapping is a function | |:HB → N assigning natural numbers to ground atoms. We
additionally assume that |!| = 0.
A program P is recurrent w.r.t. a level mapping | | [Bez93, Apt97] if, in every ground instance H ←
B1, . . . , Bn ∈ ground(P ) of its clause (n ≥ 0), |H| > |Bi| for all i = 1, . . . , n. A program is recurrent if it is
recurrent w.r.t. some level mapping.
A program P is acceptable w.r.t. a specification S and a level mapping | | if P is correct w.r.t. S, and
for every H ← B1, . . . , Bn ∈ ground(P ) we have |H| > |Bi| whenever S |= B1, . . . , Bi−1. A program is
acceptable if it is acceptable w.r.t. some level mapping and some specification.
A query Q is bounded w.r.t. a level mapping | | if, for some k ∈ N, |A| < k for each ground instance A
of an atom of Q.
The definition of acceptable is more general than that of [AP93, Apt97], which additionally requires S to be
a model of P . Both definitions make the same programs acceptable [Dra14].
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Theorem 4.8 (termination [Bez93, AP93]). If P is a recurrent program and Q a bounded query then all
SLD-derivations for P and Q are finite.
If a program P is acceptable w.r.t. some specification and some level mapping then all LD-derivations
for P and a bounded query Q are finite.
Hence each SLD-tree for P,Q in the first case, and the LD-tree for P,Q in the second case is finite (as
programs are finite). The second part of the theorem holds for a more general class of queries (bounded
w.r.t. S) [Apt97]; we skip the details. It follows that when a (finite) program P is (i) semi-complete w.r.t. a
specification S and (ii) recurrent or acceptable w.r.t. some level mapping (and some specification S′) then
P is complete w.r.t. S.
4.3. A notion of correctness related to operational semantics
The subject of this paper is completeness of programs when the search space is pruned by means of the
cut. Such operational semantics does not preserve some basic properties of SLD-resolution. For example an
instance of a query Q may succeed while Q fails (e.g. consider program p(a) :- !, q.; p(X)., for which query
p(X) fails and p(b) succeeds). Also, we need to reason about the form of atoms selected in derivations. So a
declarative approach is no longer possible; we have to reason in terms of the operational semantics, in other
words, to express and prove properties inexpressible in terms of specifications, correctness, and completeness
of Section 4.1
This section presents a method of reasoning about the form of selected atoms in LD-derivations, and the
form of the corresponding successes. The approach stems from [DM88] and is due to [BC89], we follow the
presentation of [Apt97]. Specifications of another kind are needed here, let us call them c-s-specifications
(c-s for call-success).
Definition 4.9 (c-s-correctness). A c-s-specification is a pair pre, post of sets of atoms, closed under
substitution. The sets pre, post ∈ T B are called, respectively, precondition and postcondition.
A program is c-s-correct w.r.t. a c-s-specification pre,post when in each LD-derivation D every selected
atom is in pre ∪{ ! }, and each atomic computed answer (of a successful subderivation of D) is in post ∪{ ! },
provided that D begins with an atomic query from pre.
For c-s-correct programs and more general initial queries, see below. The notion of c-s-correctness will be
employed in the main part of this work.
Definition 4.10 (well-asserted). Let pre, post be a c-s-specification. A clause C is well-asserted (w.r.t.
pre, post) if for each (possibly non-ground) instance H ← B1, . . . , Bn of C (n ≥ 0)
if H ∈ pre, B1, . . . , Bk ∈ post ∪ { ! } then Bk+1 ∈ pre ∪ { ! }, for k = 0, . . . , n− 1
if H ∈ pre, B1, . . . , Bn ∈ post ∪ { ! } then H ∈ post .
A program is well-asserted if every its clause is.
A query Q is well-asserted (w.r.t. pre, post) when the clause p ← Q is well-asserted w.r.t. pre ∪ {p},
post ∪ {p}, where p ∈ HB is a predicate symbol not occurring in P, pre, post .
Note that the first atom of a well-asserted query is in pre ∪ { ! }, and that if all atoms of a query Q are in
pre ∪ { ! } then Q is well-asserted.
The following sufficient condition follows from Corollaries 8.8 and 8.9 of [Apt97] (with an obvious gener-
alization to programs with the cut).
Theorem 4.11 (c-s-correctness). Let P be a program and pre, post a c-s-specification. If P is well asserted
w.r.t. pre, post then P is c-s-correct w.r.t. pre, post
The definition of c-s-correctness involves only atomic initial queries. For general queries, consider a c-s-
specification pre, post , a program P , and a query Q. If P is c-s-correct, and Q is well-asserted then in each
LD-derivation D for P and Q each selected atom is in pre ∪ { ! } and each atomic computed answer (of a
subderivation) is in post ∪ { ! }. More generally, each atom of a computed answer of a subderivation of D is
in post ∪ { ! }, as post is closed under substitution.
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5. Completeness in the presence of the cut
This section introduces a sufficient condition for completeness of pruned LD-trees. The main result is preceded
by some necessary definitions.
Definition 5.1. Let T be an LD-tree, or a pruned LD-tree, and Q be its root. An answer of T is the
computed answer of a successful LD-derivation which is a branch of T .
The tree T is complete w.r.t. a specification S ⊆ HB if, for any ground Qθ, S |= Qθ implies that Qθ is
an instance of an answer of T .
Informally, T is complete iff it produces all the answers for its root which are required by S.
The next definition is, in a sense, the main part of our sufficient condition for completeness. The idea is
to require not only that a ground atom A is covered by a clause C, but also that the tree node introduced
by C cannot be pruned by a cut in a preceding clause. Moreover, when the cut is present in C, say C =
H ← ~B0, !, ~B1, then A should be produced by C employing an arbitrary answer to the fragment ~B0 of C.
To formalize this idea it is necessary to employ a c-s-specification, to describe the atoms possibly selected in
the LD-trees and the corresponding computed answers.
Definition 5.2. Let S ⊆ HB be a specification, and pre, post a c-s-specification (pre, post ∈ T B). A ground
atom A is c-covered (contextually covered) w.r.t. S and pre, post by a clause C occurring in a program P if
1. A is covered by C w.r.t. S, and
2. if C = H ← . . . is preceded in P by a clause C ′ = H ′ ← ~A0, !, ~A1, where both H,H ′ have the same
predicate symbol, and ! does not occur in ~A0, then
• for any atom H ′′ ∈ pre such that A is an instance of H ′′
• no ground instance H ′′θ of H ′′ is covered by H ′ ← ~A0 w.r.t. post ∩HB;
3. if C contains the cut, C = H ← ~B0, !, ~B1, then
• for any instance Hρ ∈ pre such that A is an instance of Hρ (and ρ is as below),
• for any ground instance ~B0ρη such that ~B0ρη ⊆ post ∪ {!} (and η is as below),
• A is covered by (H← ~B1)ρη w.r.t. S,
where dom(ρ) ⊆ vars(H), rng(ρ) ∩ vars(C) ⊆ vars(H), dom(ρ) ∩ rng(ρ) = ∅, and dom(η) = vars( ~B0ρ).
We say that A is c-covered (w.r.t. S and pre, post) by a program P if it is c-covered (w.r.t. S and pre, post)
by a clause from P . Similarly, S is c-covered by P if each atom from S is c-covered by P .
Some informal explanation may be useful. The role of condition 2 is to exclude cases where for query H ′′
the cut in a clause C ′ preceding C is executed, which results in not applying C for H ′′. Roughly speaking,
the cut in C ′ = H ′ ← ~A0, !, ~A1 is executed when ~Ao succeeds. What we know about the computed answer
for ~A0 obtained at the success is that each atom of the answer is in post . So the cut in C
′ may be executed
if there is an instance (H ′ ← ~A0)ϕ, its head H ′ϕ is an instance of H ′′ and ~A0ϕ ⊆ post . It is sufficient here
to consider only ground instances of H ′ ← ~A0; such a ground instance exists iff a ground instance of H ′′ is
covered by H ′ ← ~A0 w.r.t. post ∩HB. When the cut is executed in clause C = H ← ~B0, !, ~B1 then only the
first answer for ~B0 will be used. The only information we have about this answer is that its atoms are in
post∪ {!}. The role of condition 3 is to assure that for each such answer clause C can produce A. Tu assure
that such answer exists, C is required to cover A w.r.t. S.
For programs without the cut, c-covered is equivalent to covered. For multiple occurrences of the cut in
a clause, condition 2 considers the first occurrence of ! in C ′, while what matters in condition 3 is the last
occurrence of ! in C (if the condition holds for the last occurrence then it holds for each previous one). The
two conditions get simplified when all the atoms of pre are ground, as then H ′′ = A = H ′′θ and Hρ = A. In
a general case, checking that an atom is c-covered by a clause can be simplified as follows:
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Remark 5.3. Note that in condition 2 of Def. 5.2, instead of considering all atoms H ′′ ∈ pre, it is sufficient
to consider maximally general atoms H ′′ ∈ pre unifiable with H ′ (and having A as an instance).
Similarly, by Proposition A.7 in the Appendix, instead of considering all instances Hρ ∈ pre of H in
condition 3, it is sufficient to consider maximally general instances Hρ ∈ pre.
Assume that S ⊆ post . Then, for A to be is covered by a clause C = H ← ~B0, !, ~B1 (w.r.t. S), it is
sufficient that A is covered by H ← ~B0 (w.r.t. S). The former is implied by the latter and condition 3.
The core of the proposed method of proving completeness is the following sufficient condition.
Theorem 5.4 (completeness). Consider an LD-tree T for a program P , and the tree pruned(T ). Let
Q be the root of T . Assume that Q does not contain !. Let S ⊆ HB be a specification, and pre, post a
c-s-specification such that S ⊆ post . Let
• pruned(T ) be finite, P be c-s-correct w.r.t. pre, post, Q be a well asserted query w.r.t. pre, post, and
• each A ∈ S be c-covered w.r.t. S, pre, post by a clause of P .
Then pruned(T ) is complete w.r.t. S.
The proof is presented in the Appendix. The next section contains example completeness proofs employing
this theorem.
Additional comments. These remarks may be skipped at the first reading.
To deal with an initial query Q containing the cut, one may add a clause p(~V )← Q to the program (where
~V are the variables of Q, and p is a new symbol), and extend the specifications appropriately. Specification
S should be extended to S′ = S ∪ { p(~V )θ ∈ HB | Qθ is ground, Qθ ⊆ S ∪ {!} }, and all the p-atoms should
be added to pre and to post . Then Theorem 5.4 is applicable to the extended program. (Note that clause
p(~V )← Q covers each p-atom of S′ w.r.t. S′, by the definition of S′, and that condition 2 of Def. 5.2 vacuously
holds for p(~V ) ← Q. Note also that p(~V ) ← Q satisfies the sufficient condition for c-s-correctness, i.e. is
well-asserted w.r.t. the new c-s-specification, as Q is well-asserted w.r.t. pre, post .) We skip further details.
The theorem is inapplicable to infinite pruned trees. This restriction is not easy to overcome: the proof
of the theorem is based on constructing a non-failing branch of the tree, the branch – if finite – provides the
required answer for Q.
We would like to note a technical detail: Def. 5.2 actually refers to post ∩HB, not to the whole post .
A version of Def. 5.2 is possible, which instead of post employs a specification S+ ∈ HB w.r.t. which
the program is correct; post is replaced by S+ in conditions 2, 3. (So in this version, clauses are c-covered
w.r.t. S, pre and S+.) We state without proof that Theorem 5.4 (with obvious modifications) also holds
for such modified notion of c-covered. (The modifications are: requiring that P is correct w.r.t. S+, and
c-s-correct w.r.t. pre, post ′, for some post ′; all other occurrences of post are replaced by S+.) In this way a
c-s-specification is used only to describe the form of atoms selected in the derivations, and the specification
S+ describes the obtained computed answers. We expect that such separation may be convenient in some
cases.
6. Examples
This section presents three example proofs of completeness of pruned trees. The first one considers a case
where various branches produce the same answer and some of them are pruned. The second is a rather
artificial example, to illustrate some details of Def. 5.2. In the third example we prove that the usual way of
programming negation as failure in Prolog correctly implements negation as finite failure for ground queries.
Example 6.1. Consider a program IN:
in([ ], L).
in([E|T ], L) :- m(E,L), !, in(T, L).
m(E, [E|L]).
m(E, [H|L]) :- m(E,L).
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In the program, a single answer for m(E,L) is sufficient (to obtain the required answer for a ground in-atom).
So the cut is used to prune further answers for m(E,L). Consider specifications
S = Sm ∪ Sin, pre = prem ∪ prein, post = T B, where
Sm = {m(ti, [t1, . . . , tn]) ∈ HB | 1 ≤ i ≤ n },
Sin = { in([u1, . . . , um], [t1, . . . , tn]) ∈ HB | m,n ≥ 0, {u1, . . . , um} ⊆ {t1, . . . , tn} },
prem = {m(u, t) ∈ T B | t is a list },
prein = { in(u, t) ∈ HB | u, t are ground lists }.
The program is c-s-correct w.r.t. pre, post (by Th. 4.11, we skip rather simple details). We show that each
atom A = in(u, t) ∈ Sin, where u = [u1, . . . , um], m > 0, is c-covered by the second clause C of IN. Note
first that A is covered by C, due to its instance in([u1|[u2, . . . , um]], t) :- m(u1, t), !, in([u2, . . . , um], t); its
body atoms are in S, as each ui is a member of t. Condition 2 of Def. 5.2 holds, as H
′′ = A and H ′′ is not
unifiable with in([ ], L).
To check condition 3, take an instance in([E|T ], L)ρ ∈ pre of the head of C. The instance is ground,
and the whole Cρ is ground. So in Def. 5.2, ρη = ρ. If A is an instance of (thus equal to) in([E|T ], L)ρ
then in(T, L)ρ = in([u2, . . . , um], t) ∈ S (as A ∈ S). Thus A is covered by (in([E|T ], L) :- in(T, L))ρη. So
condition 3 of Def. 5.2 holds. Thus A is c-covered by C. It is easy to check that all the remaining atoms of
S are covered and c-covered w.r.t. S by the remaining clauses of IN.
Note that program IN is recurrent under the level mapping |m(s, t)| = |t|, |in(s, t)| = |s| + |t|, where
| [h|t] | = 1 + |t| and |f(t1, . . . , tn)| = 0 (for any ground terms h, t, t1, . . . , tn, and any function symbol f
distinct from [ | ] ). Thus each LD-tree for IN and a query Q ∈ pre is finite.
By Th. 5.4, for each Q ∈ pre the pruned LD-tree is complete w.r.t. S. Notice that condition 3 may not
hold when non ground arguments of in are allowed in prein, and that for such queries the pruned LD-trees
may be not complete w.r.t. S. As an example take H ′′ = in([X], [1, 2]) and A = in([2], [1, 2]).
The previous example illustrates a practical case of so called “green cut” [SS94], where (for certain
queries) pruning does not remove any answers. However it represents a rather simple application of Th. 5.4,
with an easy check for condition 2 of Def. 5.2, and condition 3 applied only to ground atoms from pre. The
next two examples illustrate more sophisticated cases of conditions 2, 3.
Example 6.2. Consider a program P :
p(X,Y ) :- q(X,Y ), r(X,Y ), !.







S = { p(a, c), q(a, a′), r(a, c), r(a′, c) },
post = S ∪ {q(a, a)},
pre = { p(a, t) | t ∈ T U } ∪ { q(a, t) | t ∈ T U } ∪ { r(t, u) | t, u ∈ T U }.
The program is c-s-correct w.r.t. pre, post, by Th. 4.11.7 We show that atom A = p(a, c) ∈ S is c-covered
by the second clause of P . Note first that A is covered by the clause w.r.t. S due to its instance p(a, c) :-
q(a, a′), !, r(a′, c).8
For condition 2 of Def. 5.2 it is sufficient to consider H ′′ = p(a,X), by Remark 5.3. No ground instance
p(a, s) of H ′′ (s ∈ HU) is covered by p(X,Y ) :- q(X,Y ), r(X,Y ) w.r.t. post ∩HB, as in no ground instance
of q(X,Y ), r(X,Y ) both atoms are in post . So condition 2 holds.
By Remark 5.3, it is sufficient to check condition 3 of Def. 5.2 for ρ = {X/a}, as p(X,Z)ρ = p(a, Z) is a
most general p-atom in pre. If q(X,Y )ρη ∈ post (and dom(η) = vars(q(X,Y )ρ) = {Y }) then η = {Y/a} or
η = {Y/a′}. Hence r(Y,Z)ρη is r(a, Z) or r(a′, Z). In both cases, p(a, c) :- r(Y η, c) is a ground instance of
(p(X,Z) :- r(Y,Z))ρη (i.e. of p(a, Z) :- r(Y η, Z)) covering p(a, c) w.r.t. S. So condition 3 holds, and p(a, c)
is covered by P .
7 Note that S does not require q(a, a) or q(b, b) to be computed, and that P is not correct w.r.t. S, cf. “Approximate specifica-
tions” in Section 4.1. Note also a usual situation: even if we are interested in completeness w.r.t. {p(a, c)}, some q- and r-atoms
are to be present in S in order to facilitate the proof.
8 Note also that each atom of S is covered by P w.r.t. S, and that P is recurrent. Thus P is complete w.r.t. S (by Th. 4.5 and
the remark following Th. 4.8).
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The remaining atoms of S are trivially c-covered by the unary clauses of P . For any A ∈ pre, the LD-tree
for P and A is finite, hence the pruned LD-tree is complete w.r.t. S by Th. 5.4. Note that a nontrivial post
was necessary here. With post being HB both conditions 2, 3 do not hold.
Example 6.3. In this example the cut is used to implement negation as finite failure. Consider a program
P0 without the cut. Assume that P0 is c-s-correct w.r.t. a specification pre0, post0, and that predicate symbols
notp, fail do not occur in P0, pre0, post0. Let p be a unary predicate symbol. Let P be P0 with the following
clauses added:
notp(X) :- p(X), !, fail . notp(X).
Let prenotp = {notp(t) ∈ HB | p(t) ∈ pre0 }. Program P is c-s-correct w.r.t. the c-s-specification pre, post ,
where pre = pre0 ∪ prenotp ∪ {fail}, and post = post0 ∪ prenotp . We show that notp(t) succeeds for those
ground t for which p(t) is known to finitely fail (i.e. the LD-tree for p(t) and P0 is finite, and p(t) 6∈ post0,
hence p(t) does not succeed). Formally, the property to be proven is that the finite pruned LD-trees for P
are complete w.r.t. a specification S = {notp(t) ∈ prenotp | p(t) 6∈ post0 } ∪MP0 .
Take an atom A = notp(t) ∈ S. To show that A is c-covered w.r.t. S, pre, post by clause notp(X) of
P , condition 2 of Def. 5.2 and the clause C ′ = notp(X) :- p(X), !, fail has to be considered. Using the
notation of Def. 5.2, H ′′ = A, H ′′ is ground, and H ′′ is not covered by notp(X) :- p(X) w.r.t. post ∩ HB
(as p(t) 6∈ post). Thus condition 2 holds and A is c-covered by a clause of P . The remaining atoms of S
(those fromMP0) are obviously covered by the clauses of P0, as no cut occurs in P0, and each atom ofMP0
is covered by P0 w.r.t. MP0 . By Th. 5.4 each finite pruned LD-tree for P with an atomic root from pre is
complete w.r.t. S.
Note that condition 2 may not hold when pre contains non-ground notp-atoms, and that for such query
the pruned LD-tree may be not complete w.r.t. S. (Assume that pre contains an atom B = notp(u) such that
(i) p(u) succeeds, but (ii) p(uσ) 6∈ post for some ground instance uσ ∈ HU of u. Hence B fails, by (i), and
Bσ ∈ S, by (ii). So the pruned LD-tree for B is not complete w.r.t. S. On the other hand, Bσ is not c-covered
by P w.r.t. S, pre, post , as condition 2 is violated: Take H ′′ = B, and a ground instance p(uθ) ∈ HB of the
answer for p(u). Thus p(uθ) ∈ post∩HB. So a ground instance notp(uθ) of H ′′ is covered by notp(X) :- p(X)
w.r.t. post ∩HB, which is forbidden by condition 2.)
7. Conclusion
This paper introduces a sufficient condition for completeness of Prolog programs with the cut. The syntax
is formalized as definite clause programs with the cut. The operational semantics is formalized in two steps:
LD-resolution, and pruning LD-trees. The sufficient condition is illustrated by example completeness proofs.
Acknowledgement. Thanks are due to Paul Tarau for noticing an incorrect claim in the fist version of
this work. The author thanks anonymous reviewers for the pinpointed errors and for suggestions concerning
the presentation.
A. Appendix
The appendix contains a proof of Theorem 5.4. It also introduces a proposition (A.7) employed in Remark
5.3 (to simplify checking condition 3 of Def. 5.2). The proof employs the notions of unrestricted derivation
and lift from [Doe94, Definitions 5.9, 5.35]. We first present their definitions and the main related technical
result, adjusted to the Prolog selection rule and to the difference (explained in Section 3.1) between the
standard notion of SLD-derivation adopted here and the notion of derivation of [Doe94].
Definition A.1. An unrestricted LD-derivation for a program P is a (finite or infinite) sequence
Q0, Q1, . . . of queries, together with a sequence θ1, θ2, . . . of substitutions (called specializations) and a se-
quence C1, C2, . . . of clauses from P , such that for each Qi (i 6= 0):
• when Qi−1 = !, ~A then Qi = ~A and θi = ,
• otherwise, when Qi−1 = A, ~A then Qi = ~B, ~Aθi, where dom(θi) ⊆ vars(Qi−1) and Aθi ← ~B is an instance
of Ci.
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An unrestricted LD-derivation is successful if its last query is empty. The answer of such successful
derivation Q0, . . . , Qn; θ1, . . . , θn;C1, . . . , Cn is Q0θ1 · · · θn.
So, informally, the difference between derivations and unrestricted derivations is that the latter employ
clause instances which may be not most general ones. A technical difference is that a most general unifier
in a derivation applies both to the variables of a query and those of a clause (variant), while in a restricted
derivation a specialization applies only to the variables of a query.
When presenting (unrestricted) derivations, we sometimes skip the sequence of clauses, or the sequence
of substitutions. Note that if Q0, Q1, . . . ; θ1, θ2, . . . is an LD-derivation then Q0, Q1, . . . ; θ1 Q0 , θ2 Q1 , . . . (to-
gether with a suitable sequence of clause instances) is an unrestricted LD-derivation. We say that the latter
is the unrestricted LD-derivation corresponding to the former. Assume that both derivations are successful.
Then both have the same answer: Q0θ1 · · · θn = Q0(θ1 Q0) · · · (θn Qn−1).
Definition A.2 (lift). An LD-derivationD = Q0, Q1, . . . ; θ1, θ2, . . . is a lift of an unrestricted LD-derivation
E = R0, R1, . . . ;α1, α2, . . . ;C1, C2, . . . when
• R0 is an instance of Q0,
• D,E are of the same length,
• to each Qi−1 a variant of a clause Ci has been applied in D.
Our proof refers to the lifting theorem in the form of [Doe94, Th. 5.37]. The full power of the theorem is
not needed here, the following corollary is sufficient.
Corollary A.3 (lifting). Every unrestricted LD-derivation E starting from a query R0, which is an in-
stance of Q0, has a lift D starting from Q0.
If an LD-derivation D = Q0, Q1, . . . is a lift of an unrestricted LD-derivation E = R0, R1, . . . then each
Ri is an instance of Qi. Hence D is successful iff E is successful.
If an LD-derivation D = Q0, Q1, . . . ; θ1, θ2, . . . is a lift of an unrestricted LD-derivation E = R0, R1, . . . ;
α1, α2, . . . ;C1, C2, . . . then Riαi+1 · · ·αj is an instance of Qiθi+1 · · · θj (for any i < j such that Ri, . . . , Rj
are queries of D). In particular, if E is successful then the answer of E is an instance of the answer of D.
We are ready to begin a proof of Th. 5.4. It consists of a few lemmas.
Lemma A.4. Let P be a program and D = Q0, . . . , Qn; θ1, . . . , θn an LD-derivation for P . Consider a
substitution σ, and the instances Q′0 = Q0θ1 · · · θnσ and Q′n = Qnσ of Q0 and Qn. Then there exists an
unrestricted derivation D′ = Q′0, . . . , Q
′
n for P such that D is a lift of D
′.
Proof. The queries of D′ are Q′i = Qiθi+1 · · · θnσ, for i = 0, . . . , n. Let Qi−1 = A,Q′ and Qi = ( ~B,Q′)θi,
where H ← ~B is a (variant of a) clause of P , and Aθi = Hθi. Then Q′i−1 = (A,Q′)θi · · · θnσ. Applying an
instance (H ← ~B)θi · · · θnσ of the clause, we obtain ( ~B,Q′)θi · · · θnσ which is Q′i.
Lemma A.5. Let S be a specification. Let a program P be c-s-correct w.r.t. a call-success specification
pre, post , and Q0 be a well-asserted query.
Let D = Q0, . . . , Qn; θ1, . . . , θn be an LD-derivation of P , where Q0 = A,Q
′ and Q1 = ( ~B0, !, ~B1, Q′)θ1
(so the first clause (variant) employed in D is C = H ← ~B0, !, ~B1).
Let Q1, . . . , Qn be a successful subderivation of D for ~B0θ1 (so Qn = (!, ~B1, Q
′)θ1 · · · θn).
Let S |= Q0σ0 for some ground instance Q0σ0 of Q0, and Aσ0 be c-covered by C w.r.t. S, pre, post .
Then there exists a ground instance Qnσ
′ of Qn such that S |= Qnσ′. Moreover, Q0σ0 is the first and
Qnσ
′ is the last query of an unrestricted LD-derivation D′ such that D is a lift of D′.
Proof. We have Q1 = ( ~B0, !, ~B1, Q
′)θ1, and Qn = (!, ~B1, Q′)θ1 · · · θn. As P is c-s-correct, ~B0θ1 · · · θn ⊆
post ∪{!}. Without loss of generality we can assume that dom(σ0) = vars(Q0). Remember that Aθ1 = Hθ1.
Let ρ = θ1 C = θ1 H . Note that Aσ0 is an instance of A and of H, as Aσ0 is covered by C. Thus Aσ0
is an instance of Hθ1 = Hρ. As Aσ0 is c-covered by C, from Def. 5.2 it follows that Aσ0 is covered w.r.t.
S by (H ← ~B1)ρη, for any η such that ~B0ρη is ground, ~B0ρη ⊆ post ∪ {!} and dom(η) = vars( ~B0ρ). In
particular, this holds for η = (θ2 · · · θnτ) ~B0θ1 (for any τ for which ~B0ρη = ~B0θ1 · · · θnτ is ground, and
dom(τ) ⊆ vars( ~B0θ1 · · · θn) ).
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Note that η =
(
(θ2 · · · θn) ~B0θ1
)
τ . Also ~B0ρ = ~B0θ1, and (H ← ~B1)ρ = (A ← ~B1)θ1. Thus
vars((H ← ~B1)ρ) ⊆ vars(A) ∪ vars( ~B1) ∪ vars(θ1). By Lemma 3.2 applied to Q1, if a variable X oc-
curs in (H ← ~B1)ρ but not in ~B0θ1 then X does not occur in θ2, . . . , θn. Hence Xθ2 · · · θn = X, so
Xη = Xτ = Xθ2 · · · θnτ , and thus (H ← ~B1)ρη = (H ← ~B1)θ1 · · · θnτ .
Let ϕ = θ1 · · · θn. As Aσ0 is covered by (H ← ~B1)ϕτ , for some ground instance (H ← ~B1)ϕττ ′ we have
Hϕττ ′ = Aϕττ ′ = Aσ0 and B1ϕττ ′ ⊆ S ∪ {!}, where dom(τ ′) = vars((H ← ~B1)ϕτ).
Now (i) Xσ0 = Xϕττ
′ for each variable X occurring in A, as Aσ0 = Aϕττ ′. On the other hand, we
show that (ii) if X occurs in Q0 but not in A then Xϕττ
′ = X. Take such variable X. By Lemma 3.2
applied to Q0, variable X occurs neither in ( ~B0, ~B1)θ1, nor in any of the mgu’s θ1, . . . , θn. Hence X does
not occur in ~B0ϕ, ~B1ϕ, Aϕ. Thus Xϕττ
′ = Xττ ′ = Xτ ′ = X (as X 6∈ dom(ϕ), X 6∈ dom(τ) ⊆ vars( ~B0ϕ),
X 6∈ dom(τ ′) ⊆ vars((A← ~B1)ϕ) ). This completes the proof of (ii).
Let us split σ0, let σ1 = σ0 A and σ2 = σ0 \ σ1. As σ0 is ground, σ0 = σ1σ2 = σ2σ1. Now by (i), for any
X ∈ vars(A) we have Xσ0 = Xϕττ ′ = Xϕττ ′σ2 (as Xσ0 is ground). For any X ∈ vars(Q0)\vars(A) we have
Xσ0 = Xσ2; by (ii) it follows Xσ0 = Xϕττ
′σ2. Thus Q0σ0 = Q0ϕττ ′σ2. Let ψ = ττ ′σ2. We have S |= Qnψ,
as Qnψ consists of !, ~B1ϕψ and of Q
′ϕψ, which is a fragment of Q0σ0; we showed that B1ϕττ ′ ⊆ S ∪ {!}
(hence B1ϕψ ⊆ S ∪ {!}), also S |= Q0σ0 holds by the premises of the Lemma.
The required instance Qnσ
′ is Qnψ. The required unrestricted derivation D′ exists by Lemma A.4 (with
Q′0 = Q0σ0 = Q0ϕψ and Q
′
n = Qnψ).
Lemma A.6. Let T, P,Q, S, pre, post be as in Th. 5.4. Consider a node Q0 of pruned(T ) with a ground
instance Q0σ, such that Q0 is not empty, S |= Q0σ, and for Q0 it holds that
if the node occurs in a cutting sequence D of pruned(T )
then it is the introducing node of D.
(1)
Then there exists in pruned(T ) a descendant Qk of Q0 satisfying (1), with a ground instance Qkσ
′ such
that S |= Qkσ′. Moreover, Q0σ, Qkσ′ are, respectively, the first and the last query of an unrestricted LD-
derivation D′ for P , with a lift D = Q0, . . . , Qk (where D is the LD-derivation consisting of the nodes
between Q0 and Qk in pruned(T ) ).
Proof. Outline: We first show that Q0 has a child Q in T such that S |= ∃Q. Then we show that Q is a
node of pruned(T ). If Q does not occur in a cutting sequence of pruned(T ) then the required node Qk is Q.
Otherwise Q is the second node of a cutting sequence D0 beginning in Q0. In this case the required node
Qk is the child of the last node of D. The details follow below.
Let Q0 = A,Q
′. Now Aσ ∈ S, so Aσ is c-covered, hence covered, w.r.t. S by a clause C = H ← ~B of P .
Node Q0 has a child Q = ( ~B,Q
′)θ in T (where θ is an mgu of A and H). Let Aσ ← ~Bσ′ be a ground instance
of C such that the atoms of ~Bσ′ are in S ∪ {!}. Let Q′′ be ~Bσ′, Q′σ. Obviously, S |= Q′′, and Q0σ,Q′′ is an
unrestricted LD-derivation for P . Now LD-derivation Q0, Q is its lift and, by Lifting Corollary A.3, Q
′′ is an
instance of Q.
Assume that Q0 does not occur in any cutting sequence of pruned(T ). Then Q is a node of pruned(T ),
and Q is the required descendant of Q0. Moreover, derivation Q0, Q is a lift of Q0σ,Q
′′.
It remains to consider the case of Q0 = A,Q
′ being the introducing node of a cutting sequence D0 =
Q0, . . . , Qj of pruned(T ). Note that if in pruned(T ) there are two such sequences then one of them is a prefix
of the other.9 (Such distinct sequences are possible when there are multiple cuts in a clause applied to Q0.)
Let us assume that D0 is the longest cutting sequence with the introducing node Q0. Let θ1, . . . , θj be the
sequence of mgu’s of D0 viewed as an LD-derivation.
So Q1 = ( ~B0, !, ~B1, Q
′)θ1, where H ← ~B0, !, ~B1 is a (variant of a) clause of P , and Qj = (!, ~B1, Q′)θ1 · · · θj .
From c-s-correctness of P w.r.t. pre, post it follows that each selected atom in D0 is in pre, and the answer
in D0 for this atom is in post . As post is closed under substitution, each atom of ~B0θ1 · · · θj is in post ∪ {!}.
We are ready to show that the node Q is present in pruned(T ). Assume it is not. So Q occurs to the
right of D0 in T , as Q is a child of Q0, and Q0 occurs in pruned(T ). Atom Aσ is c-covered by C, which is
9 As if a node R occurs in a cutting sequence of pruned(T ) then at most one of its children occurs in a cutting sequence of
pruned(T ). (Assume that two children do; then one of them is pruned due to the other one.)
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preceded in P by (a variant of) clause H ← ~B0, !, ~B1. Let us make explicit the first occurrence of the cut in
the clause: let ~B0, !, ~B1 = ~A0, !, ~A1, where ~A0 does not contain a ! and is a prefix of ~B0.
Consider a ground instance C ′ = (A ← ~A0)θ1 · · · θjρ of H ← ~A0 (the former is an instance of the latter
as Aθ1 = Hθ1). Now Aσ is an instance of A ∈ pre, and a ground instance Aθ1 · · · θjρ of A is covered by
H ← ~A0 w.r.t. post ∩HB (as each atom of the body of clause C ′ is in (post ∩HB) ∪ {!}). Thus condition 2
of Def. 5.2 is violated, and Aσ is not c-covered by C; contradiction. Hence either Q occurs in pruned(T ) to
the left of Q1, or Q = Q1. In the first case (i.e. Q 6= Q1), the node Q is the required descendant of Q0 (with
Q0, Q being a lift of Q0σ,Q
′′, as shown above).
In the second case (where Q = Q1), by Lemma A.5, node Qj has an instance Qjσ
′ such that S |= Qjσ′,
there exists an unrestricted LD-derivation D′0 = Q0σ, . . . , Qjσ
′, and D0 is a lift of D′0. Now the child
Qk = ( ~B1, Q
′)θ1 · · · θj of Qj is the required node of pruned(T ), D′ is D′0, Qkσ′, and its lift D is D0, Qk.
Proof of Th. 5.4. Let Q0 be the root of T , and Q0σ be its ground instance such that S |= Qσ. As no ! occur
in Q0, Q0 satisfies (1). By induction from Lemma A.6 we obtain that there is a successful or infinite branch
D in pruned(T ), which is a lift of an unrestricted derivation D′ beginning with Q0σ. As pruned(T ) is finite,
D,D′ are successful. Hence the answer Q0σ of D′ is an instance of the answer of D.
We conclude with a proposition which simplifies checking that an atom is c-covered by a clause containing
the cut (condition 3 of Def. 5.2).
Proposition A.7. Assume the notation of Def. 5.2. If condition 3 of Def. 5.2 holds for an atom Hρ ∈ pre
then it holds for any instance Hρ′ of Hρ such that A is an instance of Hρ′, and ρ′ satisfies the requirements
of condition 3 (i.e. dom(ρ′) ⊆ vars(H), rng(ρ′) ∩ vars(C) ⊆ vars(H), dom(ρ′) ∩ rng(ρ′) = ∅).
Lemma A.8. Let C be a clause H ← ~B0, !, ~B1. Let S, A, ρ, η, Hρ and ~B0ρη be as in condition 3 of Def. 5.2.
Let ~B0 = A1, . . . , Ak−1 and ~B1 = Ak, . . . , An The following conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent.
(1) A is covered by (H ← ~B1)ρη w.r.t. S.
(2) There exists a successful LD-derivation forA using in its consecutive steps the clauses C,A1ρη, . . . , Ak−1ρη,
then !, and then some atoms from S ∪ {!}.
Note that in (2) all the queries and all the clauses used in the derivation, except C, are ground.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): (1) implies that A is covered by a ground clause (H ← ~B1)ρησ. Construct an LD-derivation
D for A, using first clause Cρησ and then the clauses as in (2). Its lift is a required derivation.
(2) ⇒ (1): Take a derivation as in (2):
A
(A1, . . . , An)θ1 θ1
. . . . . .
(!, Ak, . . . , An)θ1 · · · θk θk
. . . . . .
Anθ1 · · · θn+1 θn+1
2 θn+2
Its mgu’s are ground substitutions. We have A = Hθ1 = Hθ1 · · · θn+2, and the ground clauses used in the
derivation are Aiθ1 · · · θi+1 = Aiθ1 · · · θn+2 (i = 1, . . . , k−1), and Aiθ1 · · · θi+2 = Aiθ1 · · · θn+2 (i = k, . . . , n).
Comparing this with (2) gives Aiθ1 · · · θn+2 = Aiρη, for i = 1, . . . , k−1, and Aiθ1 · · · θn+2 ∈ S for i = k, . . . , n.
Hence ~B0ρη = ~B0θ1 · · · θn+2. The rest of the proof, roughly speaking, deals with representing substitution
θ1 · · · θn+2 as a composition of ρη and a certain substitution σ. As a result, we obtain a ground instance of
(H ← ~B1)ρη which covers A.
Now A = Hρδ for some ground substitution δ with dom(δ) = vars(Hρ). So θ1 = (ρδ) vars(H), as
dom(θ1) = vars(H). Note that dom(δ) ∩ vars(C) ⊆ vars(H) (as dom(δ) ⊆ vars(H) ∪ rng(ρ), and from
Def. 5.2 we have rng(ρ)∩ vars(C) ⊆ vars(H)). Hence θ1 = (ρδ) vars(H) = (ρδ) vars(C), and thus Cθ1 = Cρδ.
In particular, ~B0θ1 = ~B0ρδ. So ~B0ρη = ~B0θ1 · · · θn+2 = ~B0ρδθ2 · · · θn+2. Thus η = (δθ2 · · · θn+2) ~B0ρ (as
dom(η) = vars( ~B0ρ)).
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Let σ = (δθ2 · · · θn+2) \ η. As η and σ are ground and with disjoint domains, δθ2 · · · θn+2 = η ∪ σ = ησ.
Hence Cθ1 · · · θn+2 = Cρδθ2 · · · θn+2 = Cρησ (as Cθ1 = Cρδ). So Hρησ = Hθ1 · · · θn+2 = A and Aiρησ =
Aiθ1 · · · θn+2 ∈ S, for i = k, . . . , n. Hence A is covered by (H ← Ak, . . . , An)ρη w.r.t. S.
Proof of Proposition A.7. Let C, the clause used in condition 3, be H ← ~B0, !, ~B1. Let ~B0 be A1, . . . , Ak−1.
We first show that ~B0ρ
′ is an instance of ~B0ρ. For some δ with dom(δ) ⊆ vars(Hρ), we have Hρ′ = Hρδ,
so ρ′ = (ρδ) H . Consider a variable X from C. There are two cases:
1. X ∈ vars(H), thus Xρ′ = Xρδ.
2. X 6∈ vars(H). So Xρ′ = X. Also X 6∈ dom(ρ), as dom(ρ) ⊆ vars(H). From dom(δ) ⊆ vars(H) ∪ rng(ρ)
it follows that dom(δ) ∩ vars(C) ⊆ vars(H) (as rng(ρ) ∩ vars(C) ⊆ vars(H)). So X 6∈ dom(δ). Hence
Xρδ = X and Xρ′ = X = Xρδ.
We showed that ρ′ = (ρδ) C . So ~B0ρ′ = ~B0ρδ. Then each ground instance ~B0ρ′η′ of ~B0ρ′ such that
~B0ρ
′η′ ∈ post is an instance of ~B0ρ ( ~B0ρ′η′ = ~B0ρδη′ = ~B0ρη where η = (δ ~B0ρ)η′).
Assume that condition 3 holds for Hρ. Then for each ground instance ~B0ρ
′η′ as above, where each atom
of ~B0ρη is in post∪{!}, atom A is covered w.r.t. S by (H ← ~B1)ρη. By Lemma A.8 there exists a successful
LD-derivation for A using in its consecutive steps the clauses C, A1ρη, . . . , Ak−1ρη, and then some atoms
from S ∪ {!}. As Aiρη = Aiρ′η′ for i = 1, . . . , k − 1, by Lemma A.8 used in the opposite direction, A is
covered by (H ← ~B1)ρ′η′.
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